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The Second Herman Treasury
The penultimate installment in Mike Maihack's thrilling graphic novel series starring a young Cleopatra and her adventures in
space!

Avatar: The Last Airbender: Legacy
The Authoritative Calvin And Hobbes
The catalog to an exhibition spotlighting the comic strip features an interview with the artist and information on the cartoonists
who influenced him, his early work, the tools he used, the characters, and his depiction of various subjects.

Camp Foxtrot
Cartoons follow the adventures of imaginative young Calvin and his stuffed tiger, Hobbes, as they cope with bullies,
babysitters, and the other everyday problems of growing up
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Little Witch Academia, Vol. 3 (manga)
The third action-packed book in Mike Maihack's graphic novel series featuring a young Cleopatra and her adventures in the far,
REALLY far future!

The Far Side Gallery 2
The creator of "Calvin and Hobbes" discusses the art of cartooning, explains how he creates his popular comic strip, and
presents his favorite moments from the series' ten years

Eight Yards, Down and Out
Calvin, cheeky, hyperactive and mischievous, and Hobbes, his cuddly toy tiger who, as far as Calvin is concerned is very much
alive and kicking, are two of the most loveable and hilarious characters to grace the comic strip in years. Sit back and enjoy

Garfield Fat Cat 3-pack
Collects comic strips featuring the famous feline with an appetite for lasagna.

The Zoya Factor
An affectionate and revealing book about uncovering the story behind this most uncommon trio – a man, a boy and his tiger.

Something Under the Bed Is Drooling
Cartoons chronicle the adventures and exploits of the rambunctious six-year old Calvin, and Hobbes, his very-much-alive
stuffed tiger

Start Where You Are
Compiles a selection of Sunday cartoons selected and commented upon by the author.
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The Revenge of the Baby-Sat
A collection of short stories presented in comic book format. Includes some games and activities.

The Essential Calvin And Hobbes
Avatar Korra and her friends chronicle their memories and adventures in this new fully-illustrated scrapbook filled with letters
and inserts from your favorite characters. After the time of Avatar Aang, Korra was revealed as the next Avatar. After training
with Aang’s son Tenzin, Avatar Korra succeeded in the battle to restore peace between the Spirit World and Republic City,
though the victories were hard-fought. In this fully-illustrated scrapbook, Tenzin challenges Korra to chronicle the many trials
and lessons she has learned during her time as Avatar. To complete this task, Korra enlists the help of her many friends and
loved ones to share stories, mementos, and artifacts from their many adventures. Readers will discover gorgeous art, inserted
posters, special removable keepsakes, photos, and more throughout this book!

Attack of the Deranged Mutant Killer Monster Snow Goons
The fourth thrilling installment in Mike Maihack's graphic novel series featuring a young Cleopatra and her adventures in the
far, REALLY far future!

Fallen Empires (Cleopatra in Space #5)
A new collection of strips featuring the Fox family

The Art of Richard Thompson
The Days are Just Packed
Calvin--a six-year-old boy with a boundless imagination and a zest for misadventure--confounds his parents, his teacher and
his classmates with the help of his lovable stuffed tiger Hobbes

The Indispensable Calvin and Hobbes
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Features the hyperimaginative six-year-old and his guardian tiger in their most memorable adventures from "Revenge of the
Baby-Sat" and "Scientific Progress Goes Boink"

The Legend of Korra: An Avatar's Chronicle
Online: gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/

Thereby Hangs a Tale
A collection of the Sunday paper cartoon strips in which Calvin, the self-proclaimed "Boy of Destiny", continues to save the
universe with his alter egos, Spaceman Spiff and Stupendous Man--until Miss Wormwood or his mother bring him back to
reality. Full color.

Secret of the Time Tablets (Cleopatra in Space #3)
"Don't give up, and your feelings will reach!" It's time for the famous inter-school flying broom race, and everyone is betting on
Diana to win! But when she falls ill, who's going to take her place? And what will become of Akko and Luna Nova?! The mirthful
magical fantasy series concludes!

Calvin and Hobbes: Sunday Pages 1985-1995
When the younger players in India's cricket team find out that advertising executive Zoya Singh Solanki was born at the very
moment India won the World Cup back in 1983, they are intrigued. When having breakfast with her is followed by victories on
the field, they are impressed. And when not eating with her results in defeat, they decide she's a lucky charm. The nation goes
a step further. Amazed at the ragtag team's sudden spurt of victories, it declares her a Goddess. So when the eccentric IBCC
president and his mesmeric, always-exquisitely-attired Swamiji invite Zoya to accompany the team to the tenth ICC World Cup,
she has no choice but to agree. Pursued by international cricket boards on the one hand, wooed by Cola majors on the other,
Zoya struggles to stay grounded in the thick of the world cup action. And it doesn't help that she keeps clashing with the
erratically brilliant new skipper who tells her flatly that he doesn't believe in luck

Looking for Calvin and Hobbes
The Essential Calvin and Hobbes is an over-size anthology-type book including an original 16-page story and color Sunday
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cartoons.

Homicidal Psycho Jungle Cat
The best of the popular comic strip collected in one volume follows the rambunctious adventures of six-year-old Calvin and his
tiger Hobbes

Scientific Progress Goes "boink"
The imaginative Calvin and his pet stuffed tiger, Hobbes, take part in death-defying battles with aliens, meditate on the meaning
of life, terrorize little Susie, and question parental authority.

Say Hello to Cactus Flats
Follows Peter, Paige, and Jason through homework, Mother's Day, summer camp, football season, going back to school, and
Christmas

Scientific Progress Goes Boink
Aang, the much-loved hero of Nickelodeon’s hit animated series Avatar: The Last Airbender, takes readers on an exciting and
interactive journey through his thrilling world. Earth. Air. Fire. Water. These are the four nations that lived in harmony until the
Fire Nation attacked. For the next hundred years, war raged across the globe. It was believed that all inhabitants from the Air
Nation had perished. Then, a girl and her brother discovered a twelve-year-old boy frozen in an iceberg. His name: Aang. He is
the Avatar, the master of all four elements. Together Aang and his friends went on to save the world! Now a man, Aang looks
back on these adventurous years—from being found in the ice to fighting epic battles to negotiating peace. This is Aang’s story,
his mementos, and keepsakes. Avatar: The Last Airbender: Legacy is the collection that Aang passes down to his son Tenzin,
who will one day be a master Airbender, too. Readers will relish Aang’s heroic tales and the posters, clippings, cards, and
maps he gathered along the way! About the Insight Legends series Insight Legends is a collectible pop culture library featuring
books that take an in-depth look at iconic characters and other elements from the worlds of comics, movies, television, and
video games. Packed with amazing removable items that give the books an immersive, interactive feel, the series delivers
unparalleled insight into the best-loved heroes and villains in modern fiction and the worlds they inhabit

Yukon Ho!
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Cartoons from BRIDE OF THE FAR SIDE, VALLEY OF THE FAR SIDE and IT CAME FROM THE FAR SIDE.

Exploring Calvin and Hobbes
A collection of comic strips following the adventures of Calvin and his stuffed tiger Hobbes.

The Calvin and Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book
Compiles a selection of Sunday cartoons selected and commented upon by the author.

The Golden Lion (Cleopatra in Space #4)
The popular comic-strip duo roam their many worlds in search of treasure and fortune, approaching warp speed, fighting off
killer bicycles, conducting dad polls, and creating a legion of snowmen and other not-so-alien beings. Simultaneous. 1,200,000
first printing.

Calvin Y Hobbes Cada Cosa A Su Tiempo
A collection of cartoons presents the antics of Calvin, a mischevious six-year-old boy, and his stuffed tiger Hobbes

Garfield Tips the Scales
The final collection of comic strips from the popular syndicated series follows the adventures of Calvin and his stuffed tiger,
Hobbes

The Calvin and Hobbes Lazy Sunday Book
Richard Thompson is renowned among cartoonists as an "artist's" cartoonist. Little known to all but those close to him is the
extent of his art talent. This is the book that will enlighten the rest of us and delight us with the sheer beauty of his work.
Divided into six sections, each beginning with an introductory conversation between Thompson and six well-known peers,
including Bill Watterson, the book will present Thompson's illustration work, caricatures, and his creation, Richard's Poor
Almanack. Each section is highly illustrated, many works in color, most of them large and printed one-to-a-page. The diversity
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of work will help cast a wider net, well beyond Cul de Sac fans.

Calvin and Hobbes: Sunday Pages 1985-1995
How would you describe your walk with God? Fresh and passionate? Vibrant and full of life? Stagnant? Nonexistent? No matter
where you are on your walk, that's exactly where God promises to meet you--even if it's messy. Sharing his own story of
spiritual drifting, popular online pastor Rashawn Copeland encourages you to accept yourself as a glorious work in progress, a
beloved child in whom God delights, a person on the brink of revival. Anchoring everything in Scripture, he shows you how to
start your walk with God now, even in the midst of your mess. Even in the midst of addiction, doubt, depression, fear, and
years spent running from God, he shows it is possible to - find God's love and acceptance - develop strong character - choose
to rejoice - move out of your mess - see life through God's eyes - be a loving person in a hateful world - never settle for less
than God's best - and more The change you long to see in the world starts in your own heart. Thankfully, that's exactly where
God is waiting for you.

It's a Magical World
You've made him the favorite cat of all time! The GARFIELD CLASSICS series collects the early years of the Garfield comic
strip. Garfield may have gone through a few changes, but one thing has stayed the same: his enormous appetite for food and
fun. So laugh along with the classic cat, because classics are always in style.

There's Treasure Everywhere
A collection of more than 500 humorous daily panels and Sunday cartoons includes twenty-four poster-sized cartoons of
Herman, who has a little bit of everyone in him.

Yukon Ho!
Teaching with Calvin and Hobbes
A large-format treasury of cartoons featuring the mischievous six-year-old Calvin and his stuffed tiger Hobbes

Big Fat Little Lit
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